Anesthesia Oral Board Review Knocking Out the Boards - the accreditation process for anesthesia in the United States is considered one of the most difficult in all medical specialties with residents required to pass both an oral and written exam to gain certification, Rapid Review Anesthesiology Oral Boards 9781107653665 - written for trainees who are preparing to take the anesthesia oral board exam Rapid Review Anesthesiology oral boards is focused on the most commonly tested topics on the aba oral board exam, Career in Anesthesia Courses Jobs Scope Salary - career in anesthesia field is a good choice interested candidates can check details about courses jobs career prospects salary package and books, Oral Health Hygiene Oral Answers - three reasons why dentists shouldn’t give out floss for halloween here’s three reasons why dentists shouldn’t be giving out toothbrushes floss and other oral hygiene paraphernalia to unsuspecting trick or treaters on halloween, Jada for the Patient - for the patient is a full page of oral health information that dentists can copy as a handout for their patients for the patient provides general information on dental treatments to dental patients it is designed to prompt discussion between dentist and patient about treatment options and, Pulpitis What’s the difference between reversible - there are lots of different reasons why you might feel pain coming from your tooth one of the more common reasons is called pulpitis. Pulpitis is an inflammation of the dental pulp, Port Manteaux Word Maker Onelook Dictionary Search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you’ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you’ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest, Multiple 401 K Rules the White Coat Investor - example one a 40 year old single physician is an employee of two completely unrelated hospitals the first pays him 200k per year and matches 100 his first 5k put into the 401 k, Panache Report Myra Panache Reports Tragic Stories - editor publisher founder Myra panache this site is updated every 4 weeks, One Answer to Cancer - the most essential part of resolving the metabolic malfunction of those with pancreatic failure is to get the enzymes to the affiliated areas of deterioration, Lie to Your Pediatrician and Other Words of Wisdom from - Sarah Pope had these fancy charts on how it is actually the increase in hygiene and cleaner conditions that we live in now which is the direct result of decline of measles mumps and polio, Bullfighting Arguments Against and Action Against - heroic men heroic women and animals see also the section the courage of the bullfighters which includes material on the courage of the rock climbers and mountaineers including the remarkable achievements of the free climber Alex Honnold this is a very varied section like some other sections of the page so much writing in support of bullfighting is suffocating in its exclusion of the